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Team/Player Name:

Tie Breaker Answer for full house: (If used)
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Instructions for Bingo Quiz:
1. Ask your teams/players to put their name at the top in the box provided.
2. Then they must number each square in any order they choose (So each card is as unique as
possible)
3. Then the quizmaster asks 25 questions (Tell the players the question number each time so
they can place the answer in the corresponding square)
4. You can have prizes for a line across; two lines across; a line down; two lines down; a
diagonal line Through the centre square; or four corners and the centre square. Obviously
the game is stopped and answers checked when a team or player shouts for a line etc.
Finally a prize for the Full House (Or maybe the most answers on the card after all the
questions have been read out) You could if you wish pay out only for a full house and if no
one answers all the questions, you could hold the prize for a full house and add to the
following quiz. This could go on for several weeks, until won, building a sizable POT! Great
for adding an incentive to come to the next quiz! Of course the rules are flexible to suit your
particular group of players.
5. If more than one team or player gets all questions right, you could either divide the POT
between all the winners or have a tie breaker. A box is provided below the bingo squares
6. HAVE FUN!

Questions are available FREE from the: Series 1 | Series 2 | Guest Submissions sections of our site.

More templates are available from the FREE Gifts for YOU page of our site.

Thank you for choosing http://quiz4free.com for your Bingo Quiz
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